TAMA OCTOBAN-8A
OUTFIT NO. 7800

TAMA OCTOBANS FEATURE:

Eight Tuned Lengths —
With equal head tension, Octobans produce a perfect diatonic octave. They can also be tuned in a wide variety of scales and pitches for almost limitless melodic/percussive effects.

Fibre Construction —
There are no seams to split or open up. The fibre shell are the strongest of their type and are a full 5 mm thick in mat black finish.

Lathe-Turned Sound Edge —
For a precision head fit and maximum volume and attack.

TAMA the melodic drum series

TAMA OCTOBANS
Opening a New World of Melodic Percussion

Today’s drummer has to know more than just hitting it on the 2 and the 4. The world of drums and percussion has broadened its musical view in the last decade. And this expanding horizon has brought with it many new percussion products, and most importantly a new drum company,
Tama — the strongest new name in drums.

And now from Tama — one of the most innovative and exciting drum products of the 70’s — Octobans. These melodic drums are designed with a distinctive tonal color and now give the drummer the opportunity to put melody to work.

Already, drummers such as the incredible Billy Cobham, and Gary Mallaber of the Steve Miller band are using and praising Octobans. Billy is using his Octobans to add melodic continuity and punctuation to his solos and Gary uses Octobans to add a melodic/percussive texture to several of Steve Miller’s finely crafted tunes. And the experimentation with Octobans is sure to go on for a long long time.

But, why wait? Become part of the vanguard. Get your Octobans Today!